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ON INFLUENCE OF WALL LAYER OF SEDIMENT

ON THE MOTION OF SUSPENSION IN PIPE

Abstract

We generalize Poiseuille formula in a pipe on whose walls sediment layer

with di�erent rheological properties is generated when inhomogeneous liquid

�ows. The relation between the values of mean in section concentration of

particles < α > and mean consumption concentration αf by the quantity α0,

used in constructing the pro�le α and dimensionless velocity of �ows, is established.

One dimensional method for describing the process of liquid and suspension
mixture pumping in pipe has a great application in engineering practice. Therewith
the mixture �ow is considered with velocity, temperature, pressure and density
constant in section. Change of parameter data may occur only in one direction along
the pipeline [1,2]. However, change of mixture �ow on radius of pipeline may in�uence
on the character and intensity of �ow. Very often occurrence of relative velocity of
phases reduces to particles deposition (depending on relation of liquid and material
densities of hard or high molecular combinations) on the walls of a pipe in gravity
�eld. This phenomenon reports itself on hydraulic characteristics of �ows and may
reduce to partial or total plugging of channels and also to catastrophic pressure
build-up.

Lateral displacement e�ect of single spherical particles of overdiluted suspension
in laminar �ows in capillaries was �rst investigated in [3]. Afterwards this e�ect
called the Segre-Silberberg e�ect was theoretically and experimentally investigated
in a great number of papers. Some of them are in the references of [4,5]. Discovery
and investigation of this e�ect stimulated to study lateral forces acting on a small
partiecle in inhomogeneous one-dimensional �ow.

Sedimentary layer of hard particles on the pipe walls, unlike the mixture itself
may behave as rheological, viscoelastic, viscoplastic medium and decreasing the pipe
radius it creates additional hydraulic resistance. Therefore a problem on simulation
of processes of mixture �ow in a pipeline must include the properties of a layer arising
in deposition of hard and high molecular combinations on the pipe wall [6].

1. Let's consider the motion of mono-dispersible suspension of small particles in
a pipe of radius R0. Assume that stationary distribution of concentration is achieved
as the result of the fact that convective migration �ow of particles in lateral direction
stipulated by volume force is compensated by contrariwise directed di�usion �ow in
inhomogeneous �eld of concentration. Here thermo dynamical force is determined
from the classic condition that a convective �ow of particles generated by it were
exactly equal to di�usive one [9]. Gravity and buoyancy forces don't reduce to
appearance of phase sliding in equidense suspensions, therefore, they may be included
into e�ective pressure by a standard way. If sliding velocity is considerably less by
modulus than mean velocities of the both phases, that is typical for the considered


